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text SurroundinG KeiZAn’S 
 ‘pointS to WAtCh in ZAZen’

When I first encountered Zen practice I would watch the teacher to see what he did, what he wore, 
how he sat and how he spoke. I was very intrigued. This was in the sixties, when Soto Zen was beginning 
to take root in America. Suzuki-roshi came to San Francisco during the winter of 1959, and I began sitting 
with him early in 1960. Of course, it was a time of great turmoil – this was the era of the Vietnam War, civil 
rights protests, the women's movement... It seems we're not in a very good place now either! Maybe the 
same thing is happening again. What we’d been promised, or what we had expected, in this country, is not 
what's actually happening.

After I had practiced for some years and was ordained, I went to Japan for the first time in 1978. At the 
airport with Mrs. Suzuki, all the stewardesses bowed to us. Seeing this, I realized that even with my Zen 
training, Japan would be an utterly foreign country. The formality and discipline in Japan is something that 
we may not understand in our culture - but the discipline in Zen is the practice. It's both the preparation 
and the realization: they go together. You can't have one without the other. I'm happy to see so many people 
here and hope that this will be a good introduction to your first Zen experience. First time is the best time, 
because you don't know what to expect. I hope you don't!

I recently read Keizan Zenji’s writing on zazen, Zazen Yojinki. It is translated as “Points to Watch in Zazen.” 
I was more interested in the text that surrounds each point. Maybe we'll do the points and the instruction 
later. Keizan Zenji was the fifty-fourth ancestor, or Soto Zen lineage holder, after Shakyamuni Buddha, 
which means he was in the fifty-fourth generation after Buddha. Dogen, who was the fifty-first ancestor, 
introduced Soto Zen to Japan - this style of Zen, with the emphasis on sitting. The Zen of just sitting.

Dogen, in Fukanzazengi, gave the basic rules for zazen, but Keizan made these rules more detailed.  Dogen 
was like the father; the absolute (BAM hits lectern with stick). Keizan, in his teaching, was more like the 
mother – or the relative. The relative - meaning our everyday world - and the absolute - the transcendental 
world. The two go together. There are two truths - the absolute truth and the worldly truth. But they are 
one - they are not in conflict with each other. It's just that we've separated them – into long and short, good 
and bad. So zazen is going back; it's going home, before our thinking is dualistic.

This is from Keizan's Zazen Yojinki. I won’t read from beginning to end; I'll just skip around a little bit. 
"And so who does this Zazen? It's not you. We still do not know its name. We should call it neither body 

nor mind. If we try to imagine it, it defies our imagination. If we try to describe it, it defies description. It 
is like a fool – and also like a sage. It is as high as the mountain[s] and deeper than the ocean, impossible 
to see the top or even to fathom the bottom. It shines without an object and the eye of wisdom penetrates 
beyond body. The body expresses itself and forms emerge.The ripple of one wave touches off ten thousand 
waves. A slight twitch of consciousness brings the ten thousand things bubbling up. The so-called four 
elements and the five aggregates combine." The five aggregates, or skandhas, which we chant in the Heart 
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Sutra are: form, sensation, perception, discrimination, 
and consciousness. When those five come together, that 
makes you - not you in the usual sense you are familiar 
with, or have been taught and molded into, but the real 
you. The five skandhas combine with the four elements:  
"The four limbs and five organs immediately take form. 
In addition the thirty-six bodily possessions and the 
twelve mutual causes arise and circulate in successive 
currents."  There you go. There's the wheel of karma.

There is a beautiful poem mentioned in one of 
the fascicles in Dogen’s Shobogenzo. I’ll read from this 
fascicle, “Kai-in-Zanmai” which is translated as 'Samadhi, 
State Like the Sea'.

“Because of not speaking of the appearance of self, 
'myself ' is in the middle of the sea. The surface before 
me is eternal preaching as ten thousand ripples following 
a single slight wave, and the surface behind me is the 
Lotus Sutra, like a single wave following ten thousand 
ripples.”  Since you're in the center, you are relating to 
everything. Everything.

Here we see the intimacy between the relative and 
the absolute. There's no dichotomy. It's all one thing. 
And after that oneness, that intimacy, then that flower 
is a daffodil. And I am myself.  But it is through that 
- those steps, the progression in zazen practice, that 
this happens. This intimacy with all things becomes 
manifest. Isn't that wonderful?  “My self is in the middle 
of the sea.” It means that you are in the center of the 
universe. "The surface before me is eternal preaching as 
ten thousand ripples following one slight wave." "Before 
me" is zenmen, which is not the zen that you're familiar 
with. Here, ‘zen’ means 'in front' and 'men' means face 
or surface. Zenmen suggests the actual scene before one’s 
eyes and at the same time suggests the instant before the 
moment of the present.

This 'before me' is very important. It means 
everything you see is the universe. Actually, it's your 
realization experience: whatever the eye sees is it. 
Nothing is hidden from you. Whatever is in front of you 
is seen, and that object is no longer an object. Our idea 
of object is not there. But then - that's a daffodil! And 
I am I. It's through that intimacy that I am seeing. It's 
all in front of us. Nothing is hidden. You do have to give 
up something - your old habits: your greed, anger, and 
ignorance. You have to get rid of all that. Realization is 
called the Great Death. There's a part of you that has 
to die. But you know, we're still alive. You have to know 
how to die while you are alive. Don't wait until you're 
going to die. Please learn how to die while you're living! 
So how do you learn to die? By giving up certain things. 
You know when you're holding on to something, clinging? 
Just let it go. Don't hold on so tight.

Dharma Talk continued from previous page – Text Surrounding Keizan’s ‘Points to Watch in Zazen’

When we were married and I was much younger, my wife 
would say in the car, “Turn left.” I’d insist, “No - no - I want to 
turn right!” So that's how it was. I think maybe that's how it 
was with you [Shinko] too.  And now? “Turn left!” “ Oh? Okay. 
Turn left.” (Chuckles.) Maybe when you get older instead 
of becoming like a tiger you become more like a pussycat, 
because you've gone through a lot of experiences. You know 
that you don't want to suffer all the time. Why do it? See 
the pattern. See the signs. This me is before me. It's really 
beautiful.

So zenmen means – the instant before the moment of the present. 
[BAM! strikes lectern] We're not talking about present 
moment. We're talking about the instant before the moment 
of the present. It's really subtle. Zen is the most refined thing 
you can find. But if you seek Zen you must also be refined. 
You have it. You already have it. When you go to the country 
and you see something beautiful, you must be beautiful 
yourself before you see it. Isn't it true? You already have it. 
So, here is the poem with the “ten thousand ripples.’ It was 
written by Chinese Zen Master Sensu Tokujo, who was born 
four hundred years before Dogen.

For a thousand feet my line hangs straight down, 

The slightest wave is followed by ten thousand ripples.

The night is quiet, the water cold, the fish not biting.

My boat filled with a vacant cargo of moonlight, I return.

It's beautiful. [Roshi reads the poem again, slowly.] 
So in the text, “ten thousand ripples following a single 

slight wave,” it is not a big wave, just a slight one. That's how 
we influence each other. It's just a very slight wave. A lot of 
things happen that way. If we’re in a hurry, we may overlook 
the ten thousand things: the ten thousand ripples, the ten 
thousand stars, the ten thousand people - it could be anything. 
Dogen paraphrases the fisherman, saying, "Even though I 
have wound and cast a thousand feet or even ten thousand 
feet of fishing line, regrettably, the line just hangs straight 
down.” So we go back to the surface before and surface behind 
- zenmen again - but this is the instant before and the instant 
after. "Things before or things after" suggests the momentary 
occurrences of reality. It's flashing. It's happening. [BAM! hits 
lectern]  Right in front of us.

continues next page
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The fisherman notices the night is quiet. It's just 
like in this zendo: it is quiet, and there’s nowhere to 
go. The water's cold and the fish are not biting - but 
it's okay, because he realizes that though his boat has 
no fish, it has a vacant cargo of moonlight. And with 
that he returns. But returning, where does he go? He 
goes home. Then Dogen relates a dialogue between 
Zen Master Sozan Honjaku and his disciple. It’s about 
the Great Sea. Kai is the sea. In means seal. "The 
Great Sea does not accommodate dead bodies.’ That 
was really puzzling to me. "This 'Great Sea' is beyond 
the inland seas, the outlying seas, and suchlike, and it 
may be beyond the eight seas and the like. Such things 
are not the concern of Zen students. We recognize as 
sea not only that which is not the sea, we recognize as 
the sea that which is the sea. Even if we forcibly insist 
that this sea is the sea we cannot call it 'the Great 
Sea'....” This non-accommodation of dead bodies is 
one of ten virtues traditionally ascribed to the sea.

“In the Garland Sutra, the ten virtues ascribed 
to the sea are analogous to the ten states of the 
Bodhisattva. We're talking about the sea, and not 
literally about dead bodies. The first point, 1. It gets 
gradually deeper.  2. It does not accept dead bodies. 
3.The name cannot be given to lesser bodies of water. 
4. It has a single taste. 5. It contains many treasures. 6. 
The depths are impenetrable. 7. It is wide, great, and 
immeasurable. 8. It contains many creatures with big 
bodies. 9. Its tide does not lose time.  10. It can accept 
all great rains without overflowing.”

In the sutra, the sea not accepting dead bodies- for 
instance washing up corpses on the shore - suggests 
that there is nothing in this world which does not 
have any life or meaning. This is why it’s said this way. 
Everything in life has meaning. We appreciate - and 
accept - the meaning in life. OK?

I found a wonderful description of sutras. A sutra 
is a discourse or sermon or scripture delivered by 
Buddha himself or with the blessings of a Buddha. In 
Buddha’s time, the sutras would begin with, "Thus 
have I heard." This was Ananda speaking. Ananda, 
Buddha's cousin and personal attendant, had an 
unfailing memory, total recall. He related Buddha’s 
teachings directly at the first council after the Buddha 
died. Asked, “What did he say?” Ananda would begin 
by speaking in the first person: “Thus I have heard.”  

So Buddha’s teachings were recorded from 
Ananda’s oral account. Here is Dogen’s description of 
SUTRA translated by Hee Jin Kim:

continues next page

"What is meant by sutras is the entire universe itself. There 
is no space and no time that are not the sutras. They are the 
words and letters of ultimate truth and the words and letters 
of worldly truth. They employ the language of gods and the 
language of human beings. They use the words of letters of 
beast, those of asuras, and those of hundreds of grasses and 
those of thousands of trees. For this reason, The long and 
the short, the square and the round, the blue and the yellow, 
the red and the white - all of which marshal on in a dignified 
way throughout the universe in the ten directions - are 
undeniably the sutras. Words and letters and phrases. These 
words and letters are all regarded as instruments of the great 
way and the scriptures of the Buddhadharma." Everything. 
Most Americans have never read or chanted sutras, but the 
significance of sutras should be acknowledged and understood. 
They encompass everything. There is nothing missing. This is 
the meaning of sutras."

Ash stays in the position of ash, 
with its own before and after

Dharma Talk continued from previous page – Text Surrounding Keizan’s ‘Points to Watch in Zazen’
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Keizan again: “Our mind is like the ocean, our body like the waves. Just as there is 
not a single wave outside the ocean waters, not a drop of water exists outside waves. The 
water and waves are not different. Action and inaction do not differ. So it is said that even 
though living and dying, going and coming, they are true beings. Even though we live and 
we die, even though we go and we come, we are true beings. Even though possessing the 
four elements and five aggregates (skandhas), we have the eternal body. This zazen correctly 
enters the ocean of the Buddha-mind and immediately manifests the Buddha-body. Then 
the Mind - inherently unexcelled, clear, and bright - suddenly emerges, and the supreme 
light shines fully at last. The ocean waters know no increase or decrease, nor do the waves 
undergo change. All Buddhas appear in this world to solve its cloud."

"It reaches the mind and body. It reaches without thinking and radiates the essential 
teaching in silence. Sitting in both heaven and earth, we express our whole body in freedom. 
The great person who has sloughed off thinking is like one who has died the Great Death. 
No illusions distort her sight. Her feet pick up no dust. No dust anywhere and nothing 
obstructs her.

Pure water has neither front nor back.  In a clear sky there is essentially no inside nor 
outside. Like them - transparent and clear - zazen shines brightly by itself. Form and void 
are undivided nor are objects and wisdom apart. They have been together from time eternal 
and have no name. The revered teacher Nagarjuna called it ”Body.” The Third Ancestor, 
Tenzin, called it “Mind.” It expresses the form of the Buddha and the body of the Buddhas. 
This full-moon form has neither lack nor excess. Anyone self-identified with this mind is a 
Buddha. The light of this self, shining both now and in the past, gains shape and fulfills the 
samadhi of the buddhas.

“The Mind essentially is not two. The Body takes various shapes through causality. Mind-
only and Body-only cannot be explained either as different or the same. The Mind changes 
and solves the most crucial problems by giving all beings direct access to Buddha's wisdom. 
It teaches a wonderful way of conscious and detachment: zazen. It is, in fact, the self-joyous 
meditation of the Buddhas. It is the king of meditation. Dwelling in this meditation even for 
one moment will clear away your delusions. This, we know, is the right gate to the Dharma.

Delusions arise from ignorance. Ignorance stems from not knowing the self - the self 
that zazen enables us to know. Even if we cut off the five hindrances, we still remain outside 
the sphere of Buddhas and ancestors unless we also free ourselves from ignorance. And 
the most effective way to do this is zazen. An ancient sage has said: “When...”  [Roshi 
comments: this four-letter word ‘when’ is very important because the vertical – the absolute, 
and the horizontal, the relative – is the moment when they meet.]

“...WHEN delusions disappear, calmness emerges. WHEN  [BAM! hits lectern with 
stick] calmness emerges, wisdom arises. [BAM!] When wisdom arises, there is true 
understanding.”

These are ancient words, and they still pertain to us.
Thank you. v

Dharma Talk continued from previous page – Text Surrounding Keizan’s ‘Points to Watch in Zazen’
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reSident report
by Susan Gesshin Frey

ShinKo KWonG
When I was packing up to move out of the 

Kshanti cabin (in preparation for its demolition 
on March 24th), I took down the plain, black and 
white picture of the large seated buddha that has 
always been hanging on the wall. Every day I must 
have looked at it, but it was so plain I somehow 
always took it for granted. I had never looked 
behind it. On the reverse was a dated inscription 
from Shinko Kwong. Reading that made me reflect 
on what was true patience and diligence: 

Ode to Kshanti –

On the path 

Whether long or short 

the virtues of 

 patience and diligence 

continuing endlessly!
   

- Laura Kwong,  November 6th, 1977
  
Having been here from the very beginning, 

Shinko helped build this temple with her own 
hands. Simultaneously she also raised a large 
family while keeping the zen center schedule, and 
for many years she held down the operations of 
the zen center single handedly when Roshi was 
traveling to Europe every year. She has kept the zen 
center office in impeccable order, the budget from 
disasters, and holds the Hosshi position, giving 
many dharma talks—-but besides all this she has 
also been the main person to guide this sometimes 
motley crew of constantly coming and going live-
in residents through their many crises over life’s 
issues— in fact we have all become her extended 
family. Her calm capacity seems inexhaustible... 
And why is that— maybe it is because she actually 
sees others as herself...the true lion’s roar. 

Selfless action goes beyond. It is quiet and not 
always noticeable. It is constant and supportive, 
immovably rooted in truth, people feel it before. 
Something beyond words is communicated. 

Hanging that picture in my new temporary 
cabin I will probably take it for granted again, but 
it is always here with me, even if I do not notice it. 

neW YeAr’S neWS 
New Year’s One-day sesshin was so well attended every 

zafu in the zendo was covered. What a great way to begin 
the new year! 

Winter Ango was led by Shuso Konpo (Kuba 
Gołębiewski) from Poland. Throughout it felt smooth, 
with few ripples. Konpo, now in his 30’s, began Zen practice 
at an early age, and seems to have grown up within it. He 
has also twice been a resident student here. The group was 
small and intimate and there was truly a feeling of peaceful 
dwelling. 

Wojtek Gajewski, also from Poland, was able to attend 
the entire Ango, and Myorin Morschek came from Berlin, 
Germany. New practitioner Andy Richards from Santa Rosa 
joined us frequently for zazen and samu (workpractice). 
Sesshin brought some additional new faces— 

Mark Konezny, Jonathan McKeever, Robert Stewart 
and Daman Howard, as well as “regulars” Brion Baer plus 
Peter and Nancy Pocock. 

CominGS And GoinGS 
The New Year has brought many changes here among 

the resident staff. If you haven’t yet heard the news, 
resident Kristin Merz and Sangha member Jason Nichols 
have gotten married! Jason has been a regular morning 
zazen sitter attending many Tuesday resident breakfasts 
and that is where they met. They began dating last summer 
and on Tuesday, April 3rd, they tied the knot in an intimate 
and sweet ceremony in the Zendo officiated by Kwong-
roshi. Then we all proceeded to the Sangha house for a 
celebratory breakfast. 

Kristin, who is originally from Germany, will remain 
here in the states and at the center for now. They will both 
use the name “Nichols.” They plan to hold a more formal 
wedding celebration here on June 29th next year. Kristin’s 
father, Karl Heinz Merz, has already visited us (and Jason!) 
in March for a week and was very impressed with the center 
and Kristin’s choice in her life. 

Kashin Kwong is in Japan attending a traditional 
3-month summer Ango training period (April through 
June) at Aichi Senmon Nisodo in Nagoya, Japan, headed by 
the well-known Abbess, Aoyama Roshi. “Ni” means “nun” 
and “Sodo” is the traditional zen practice hall in which 
participants eat, sleep and sit. “Senmon” means “expert”, so 
this is an official training temple for Soto zen nuns. 

continues next page
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Kashin and Nyoze both visited the nunnery several years ago when Nyoze did his Shiho ceremonies 
at Eiheiji and Sojiji, and were able to meet with Aoyama-roshi. The Nisodo was founded in 1903 by the 
nun Mizuno Jorin and her disciples for the purpose of educating women. Now the temple has become 
a nun-training center open to the whole world. 

Recently we learned that Kashin was able to extend her stay in Japan for two additional months 
and may return to SMZC in early September. We look forward to having her back with us and hearing 
about her experience. 

Dobek Paleczka has left residency and is traveling in the United States. We are down to a core 
group here—Workleader (Koten), Tenzo (Jundo), Head Gardener (Susan), Maintenance/ Jikido (Angus), 
Office (Kristin) and Shika guest person Joshua McFarland.  

Andy Richards is practicing with us part-time in- between events in his life. You may see him here 
Tuesday through Friday for work (samu) practice periods and for the entire Saturday practice schedule, 
beginning with Oryoki breakfast. Andy came for practice many days of Winter Ango and he and his 
wife Tori came to the Shuso dinner. Former residents of Los Angeles, they now live in Santa Rosa. Andy 
has worked as a professional chef and caretaker, and obviously enjoys art and especially tatoos.

 

BuddhA’S BirthdAY SeSShin— neW BeGinninGS! 
We just finished our 3-day sesshin and tomorrow we will have a ceremony and potluck to celebrate 

the birth of Shakyamuni Buddha. It will be the 8th of April which coincides with the traditional date 
of this very ancient ceremony. Joshua McFarland attended the sesshin and from that date has rejoined 
us as a resident-in-training. He will be our new Shika (guest person). We heartily welcome him back.  

 v

Buddha's Birthday Celebration

Resident Report continued from previous page
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SonomA mAndAlA updAte – WhAt’S next?
by Cam Shunryu Kwong 

The contractor is picking up Residence 1 & 2 “punch list” construction items. The punch list was compiled by the 
architect, Dorman Associates, and is comprised of minor items like cleaning and repair work that the contractor has to 
finish to close out the project. The contractor will complete their work by the end of April. Please come and see the 
buildings and the evolving Sonoma Mandala. The next phase of work at the Zen Center is to install and connect the site 
infrastructure to the resident buildings.

We are in the process of interviewing contractors and reviewing their proposals for grading/drainage work and the 
installation of the septic and water systems. This phase of work will begin in May and will be completed by September. 
Once this work is completed we can use Residence 1 & 2! 

In preparation for this next phase of work we have taken down our old friends: the Shop, Vajra Cabin and in April the 
Kshanti Cabin. The Zen Center needs to install tree protection, and erosion control, clear brush, relocate the SMZC 
driveway sign and flagpole from the construction areas before the grading begins in May.

The remodeling and code upgrade of the Sangha Cabin will begin in late spring and will take a few months to complete. 
Koten and I are gathering a team of Sangha members to do this work. 

Unfortunately many structures were lost in the Sonoma / Napa fire and everyone is trying to hire architects and 
contractors to rebuild. This is affecting the Zen Center’s next phase of work by increasing the construction costs and 
stretching out its schedule.  The fire has also increased the backlog of building permits and administration in the County 
building departments.

Because of the County backlog, the Zen Center’s public hearing has been pushed back to May or June.  As required 
by the County, the Board of Zoning Adjustments will convene this hearing to get an update on the Zen Center’s progress 
of the “Conditions of Approval” compliance. This is an important hearing for all of us to attend to show the County the 
importance of the Zen Center to the local and extended community. We will keep you posted and look forward to seeing 
you at the hearing.

Finally to reduce construction costs and support the contractor’s construction efforts, the Zen Center has a number of 
big and small projects to complete by the end of this year. They range from one day projects like installing tree protection 
to 4 month projects like cabin remodeling.  If you would like to help, whether you have or do not have experience, please 
contact the office or email kanin@smzc.org.  You can also help by coming up for the Zen Center “Workfests.”  v

Sending you the joy of the briefness of this Time-Lapse Construction Video made by Tim Zen Cloud Metzger - who is one of our 
Sonoma Mandala Landmark samu/workers – vimeo.com/271172208

mailto:kanin%40smzc.org?subject=
https://vimeo.com/271172208
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SAnGhA neWS
by Katsuzen King 

It was wonderful to see everyone at our 
Buddha's Birthday Celebration on Sunday, 
April 8th. Favorable weather permitted an 
outdoor potluck in front of the Sangha House 
and this year was especially noteworthy since 
it is the first time (at least in recent memory) 
that our celebration coincided with the official 
date of Buddha's Birth on April 8th. The indoor 
ceremony opened with a beautiful tea ceremony 
performed by Kathleen Silver, longtime student 
of Tea Master Mouri Sensei. We were also 
treated to moving instrumental performances 
by Elliot Kallen on the Shakuhachi and Peter 
Estabrook on trumpet while Nyoze once 
again offered an insightful talk on the birth of 
Buddha and closed with the spreading of flower 
petals over all who had come to take part in the 
ceremony. (more photos on page 19).

At this time we would like to acknowledge 
some of our sangha members who are 
experiencing serious health issues. As many of 
you know, our dear Dharma brother and long-
time SMZC member Ray Eko Estabrook is 
presently dealing with cancer and has decided 
to let his situation take its course. We send our 
deepest wishes to Ray Eko at this time. You 
may mail cards to him at the following address: 
P.O. Box 2323, Santa Rosa, CA 95405. 

Also in need of our support is Janet Buckendahl's 
husband Bob who is recovering from intestinal sugery 
at a acute recovery facility in Petaluma before returning 
home.  In addition to Bob, sangha member Mark Peterson 
is scheduled for spinal sugery in Oakland in late June. Our 
thoughts and prayers are with both of them as they deal 
with their health issues. If you would like to send a card to 
Bob or Mark, please contact the SMZC office at office@
smzc.org for their mailing addresses.  

As we head into summer, some sangha events are 
coming up on our schedule. Be sure to mark your calendar 
- Saturday July 7th we will be offering a One-day Sitting. 
This will be an excellent opportunity to touch the heart 
of silence and experience the flavor of an authentic zen 
retreat. A week after the one-day sitting we will be offering 
another Temple Stay, a time to experience the temple in 
both a relaxed, open schedule and also in a more formal 
practice setting. The temple stay begins on Friday, July 13th 
and ends Saturday, July 14th.

Finally, our Summer Practice Period will begin Monday, 
July 30th with an Opening Ceremony in which Shuso 
Mikhael Komyo from Iceland will mark the start of the 
month-long Ango retreat. For more details on these 
events please see the calendar on page 10 in this issue 
of the newsletter or visit SMZC's calendar online at  
www.smzc.org/calendar. 

Best wishes for your contining practice at home and on 
the mountain!!  v

Elliot Kallen performing Shakuhachi at Buddha's Birthday Celebration

mailto:office%40smzc.org?subject=
mailto:office%40smzc.org?subject=
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April 28  Sangha Potluck
10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
Members as well as the public are invited to the Zen Center for 
a day of sharing Dharma and food together as a Sangha. Please 
bring your favorite dish to share! 

May 5  "Entering the Gate" One-Day Sitting 
5:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Deepen your practice in a full day retreat at the Sonoma 
Mountain Zen Center.

May 7 Closed 

May 12  Dharma Talk Enji Boissevain-roshi
11:00 a.m. Zendo   
Enji Boissevain-roshi is a Sotoō Zen Roshi currently leading the 
Floating Zendo in San Jose, California. Angie was undergoing 
transmission with Kobun Ottogawa-roshi, but in 2002 Ottogawa-
roshi died in Switzerland while trying to save his drowning 
daughter. In 2004, Angie received Dharma transmission at Jikoji 
from Vanja Palmers, Kobun’s Dharma heir. For many years Enji 
played a vital role at Jikoji Zen Center and was director and then 
teacher. Following 10:30 zazen. 

May 19  Spring Workfest
8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.  
Breathe new energy into the center with friends and family of 
the Sonoma Mountain Sangha. Come and join us in maintaining 
temple grounds in the spirit of together-action. A casual fun 
atmosphere with a delicious lunch, snacks, and beverages 
provided. (No meditation or lecture schedule.) 

May 25  Kids Overnight - 
   Campout Under the Stars Together! 
An opportunity for Sangha Families and Friends to introduce 
their children to the Zen Center grounds. Pitch a tent and enjoy 
the Summer's evening sky. Participate in morning and evening 
light meditation periods. Outdoor marsh-mellow roast and 
S'mores under the Oaks. Chant a short morning service. Friday, 
May 25, 3p.m. to Saturday, May 26, 9 a.m.. 

May 26  Student Talk  Eric Shearer
11:00 a.m. Zendo

June 2  Introduction to Zen Workshop:
   Returning to Forms and Rituals of Everyday Life
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Instructor: Chris Katsuzen King. An introduction to the basics of 
Zen.  

June 2  Dharma Talk  Jakusho Kwong-roshi
11:00 a.m. Zendo

June 7 - 10 "No Beginning No End" Three-Day Sesshin
Sesshin, literally “to touch the Mind,” is an intensive meditation retreat to 
let go of the conditioned self and resume our original nature. This three-day 
practice period will allow us to still the mind from moment to moment and 
manifest realization of the Way. Begins Thursday June 7 and ends Sunday 
June 10. 

June 11 - 12 Closed 

June 16  Dharma Talk  Nyoze Kwong
11:00 a.m. Zendo'
June 23  Student Talk  Angus Atwell
11:00 a.m. Zendo

June 24  Kwong-roshi & Nyoze Kwong Attend 
   Dharma Drum Global Buddhist Dialogue
Kwong-roshi is keynote speaker and Nyoze Kwong special guest for a 
Global Buddhist Community Dialogue in Taipei, Taiwan. A dialogue on the 
following theme: 'Buddhist approaches to calming the mind in a changing 
world.' Following the forum will be the 7th Chinese Buddhism & Sheng Yen 
International Conference, a bi-annual conference for scholars specializing in 
Chinese Buddhism. 

June 24  Chris Katsuzen leaves for Japan
Katsuzen will spend time training at Hombu Dojo World Aikido Headquarters 
in Tokyo and then a one-month stay at Toshoji Zen Temple near Okayama, 
returning on August 3.  June 29 – July 3 he visits Rinso-in Temple with Kwong-
roshi and Nyoze.

June 29  Kwong-roshi and Nyoze visit Rinsoin Temple 
Roshi and Nyoze travel to Rinso-in located in Yaizu, Japan. Rinso-in is Sonoma 
Mountain Zen Center's mother temple and the home of the Suzuki Family. 
June 29 - July 3

June 30  Student Talk  Lizbeth Hamlin
11:00 a.m. Zendo

July 7  "Moment to Moment" One-Day Sitting
Deepen your practice in a full day retreat at the Sonoma Mountain Zen 
Center. 

July 9 Closed 

July 13 -14 Temple Stay
Rest in a Restorative Environment and Experience Soto Zen Buddhism at 
SMZC. Temple stay is an opportunity to experience the rituals and spiritual 
practice of authentic Soto Zen Buddhism. Take the backward step and 
illuminate the jewel within yourself. Friday July 13 - Saturday July 14. 

July 14  Dharma Talk  Jakusho Kwong-roshi
11:00 a.m. Zendo

July 21  Student Talk  Rohit Patel
11:00 a.m. Zendo

July 28  Student Talk  Tim Metzger
11:00 a.m. Zendo

CAlendAr page 1 of 2
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July 30  Summer Ango Practice Period 
SMZC's Summer Practice Period begins. Mikhael Komyo 
"Luminosity" Zentetsu will take the position of  Shuso (head 
student). He is an ordained senior student of Kwong-roshi from 
Natthagi Zen Center, Iceland and was a former resident at SMZC. 
Opening Ceremony begins Monday evening at 7:30 p.m.

August 4   Practice Period Shuso Talk
11:00 a.m. Zendo
Shuso (head student) Mikhael Zentetsu Komyo "Luminosity" 
will give the talk following zazen. Mikhael is an ordained senior 
student of Kwong-roshi from Natthagi Zen Center, Iceland and was 
a former resident at SMZC. 

August 11  Practice Period Shuso Talk
11:00 a.m. Zendo
(see August 4)

August 12 - 19 "Actualizing the Self" Seven-Day Sesshin
Sesshin, literally “to touch the Mind,” is an intensive meditation 
retreat to let go of the conditioned self and resume our original 
nature. This three-day practice period will allow us to still the mind 
from moment to moment and manifest realization of the Way.

August 25  Ango Closing Ceremony
10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 
Participants will ask Shuso (head student) Mikhael Zentetsu 
dharma questions to reveal the truth of practice. A Shuso 
celebration dinner will follow at 6:30 p.m. We encourage all 
members to close the practice period with us. Open to the public. 

August 27 -29  Closed

September 1  Dharma Talk Jakusho Kwong-roshi
11:00 a.m. Zendo

September 8  SMZC's Temple Benefit
11 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Benefit for Sonoma Mountain Zen Center. Celebrate and support 
our new Sonoma Mandala with an elegant, intimate afternoon of 
Zen on the tranquil mountainside. Program for 2018 will follow 
soon... 
Don’t miss this event! Bring family, friends, kids, and neighbors! 
Mark your calendars and spread the word! ADMISSION FREE! 

September 15 Student Talk David Hirsch
11:00 a.m. Zendo

September 22 Student Talk Kashin Kwong
11:00 a.m. Zendo

Best to check website or call in case of changes – 
smzc.org • 707.545.8105

September 22 Kids Community
10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
This program is an opportunity for Sangha members and friends to 
introduce their children to the Zen Center in a fun and creative way. 
Supervised, age-appropriate activities introduce children to the Zen 
Center as a fun, safe, nurturing environment. Children can join their 
parents for an informal vegetarian lunch following activities. Parents are 
welcome to join in the fun along with their children or participate in 
Saturday community practice. 

September 24 Closed Hosting Tai Chi Retreat 

October 2 - November 13   Fall Study Group
Tuesdays 7:30 - 9:00 p.m. 
Explore the fundamental teachings of Soto Zen and Buddhism as a 
foundation and inspiration for daily practice in a six week study course 
with questions, answers and dialogue. Book title will be published soon. 

October 5 - 6 Temple Stay: Rest in a Restorative Environment
    and Experience Soto Zen Buddhism at SMZC 
Temple stay is an opportunity to experience the rituals and spiritual 
practice of authentic Soto Zen Buddhism. Take the backward step and 
illuminate the jewel within yourself. 

October 6  Dharma Talk Jakusho Kwong-roshi
11:00 a.m. Zendo

October 18 - 21 Boddhidharma Three-Day Sesshin
A special time of practice to let go of the conditioned self in order to 
resume our original nature. 

October 22 -23 Closed

October 27  Sangha Potluck: Gathering Practitioners
    and Community
10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Members as well as the public are invited to the Zen Center for a day 
of sharing Dharma and food together as a Sangha. Please bring your 
favorite dish to share. There will be a short period of zazen followed 
by a brief update on current news and the Mandala project. Also an 
opportunity for new members and anyone wishing to renew their vows 
to offer incense in the Zendo. 

October 27  Spirit of Tea - Purifying the Mind
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Soei Mouri-Sensei and Kashin Julie Kwong will be leading this workshop 
on the study of tea in the Omote Senke tradition. 

November 3  Introduction to Zen Workshop: Returning to 
Forms and Rituals of Everyday Life
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
An introduction to the basics of Zen.  

November 3  Dharma Talk Jakusho Kwong-roshi
11:00 a.m. Zendo

Please see next page for Daily Practice 
and Saturday Community information, 
including Zazen and Oryoki Instruction

CAlendAr page 2 of 2
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Monday - Friday
5:15 a.m. meditation
5:50 a.m. walking meditation
6:00 a.m. meditation
6:40 a.m. chanting
7:00 a.m. breakfast
8:45 a.m.-3:30 p.m. work practice

Tuesday* - Friday**
7:30 p.m. meditation
8:10 p.m. walking meditation
8:20 p.m. meditation
9:00 p.m. end of day 

* Tuesday evening zazen not scheduled 
during Tuesday evening study group. 

** Friday evenings join us for the 
Gate of Sweet Nectar service to feed all 
the hungry spirits of the world.

Friday Oryoki Instruction: 
6:40 - 7:15 pm with Kashin

Join uS
For dAilY prACtiCe

5:15 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

This half-day schedule will give you a 
taste of everyday Zen in silence, stillness 
and activity. You may also join us for part 
of the schedule if you wish.

Your first time at the Zen Center, come 
at 9 a.m. for meditation instruction and 
join us till noon. $10 minimum suggested 
donation.

5:15 a.m. meditation
5:50 a.m. walking meditation
6:00 a.m. meditation
6:40 a.m. sutra chanting
6:55 a.m. formal oryoki meal
8:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m. work practice
9:00 a.m. meditation instruction
10:30 a.m. meditation
11:00 a.m. Dharma talk
12:15 p.m. buffet lunch (except August 
   and February)

Saturday Zazen Instruction 
9 - 10 am, Godo

Best to check website or call in case of changes

SAturdAY 
CommunitY

dAilY prACtiCe & SAturdAY CommunitY

SonomA mountAin Zen Center

6367 Sonoma Mountain Road
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
(707) 545-8105
www.smzc.org

KidS' CommunitY 
CominG eventS 2018

Please join us for Saturday Kids' Community 2018.This 
program is an opportunity for Sangha members and friends to 
introduce their children to the Zen Center in a fun and creative 
way. Supervised, age-appropriate activities introduce children 
to the Zen Center as a fun, safe, nurturing environment. 
Children can join their parents for an informal vegetarian 
lunch following activities. Parents are welcome to join in 
the fun along with their children or participate in Saturday 
community practice. Intended for ages 4-11. Younger ones are 
welcome with parent, older children welcome to assist.

SAturdAY KidS' CommunitY 2018 
proGrAm dAteS ~

Saturday Sep 22  Join us for Yoga with Susan Leslie!
Saturday Dec 15  Kashin will lead the kids in a ceremony 

of tea or oryoki.

We start off with a few moments of quiet in the garden or 
inside. Besides the featured activity, we often have a snack and 
go for a walk.

https://www.smzc.org/
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Winter AnGo theme 2018

Conveying oneself towards all things 
to carry out practice-enlightenment is delusion.

All things coming and carrying out practice-enlightenment 
through the self is realization

      – Dogen Zenji

Shuso Kuba Konpo Gołębiewski 

See ango photos on next two pages
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Winter AnGo 2018
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Winter Ango 2018
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ShuSo intervieW: KuBA 
by Neil Sekiku Myers

MW (Mountain Wind): You were 
a resident here a few years ago, and 
you remain a longterm student of 
roshi's. Now you’ve traveled a long 
way to serve as this winter’s practice 
period shuso or head student. Was the 
experience what you expected? Has 
it affected your views of your own 
practice, as well as Sonoma Mountain 
Zen Center itself? What surprised you 
the most?

Kuba: From the beginning 
the experience wasn’t what I had 
expected. It was actually a long 
sequence of surprises, and what was 
interesting about them was simply 
which were painful or uncomfortable 
- like a koan that’s difficult to figure 
out, but that makes me want to return 
to the zendo, seeking to see through 
them. Basically, being shuso made me 
think about how to comport myself… 
what to say, how to be. This gave a 
new public dimension to my practice, 
and kept me alert throughout the 
month.

MW: Can you say something about your choice of that passage from the Genjokoan as your Ango theme? What 
drew you to it? What impact do you think it had on the sangha here?

Kuba: Impact on the sangha? I don't know. The story behind my choice is simple. I bought the book 
"Realizing Genjokoan" by Shohaku Okumura in 2010, but I read it only after I was invited to lead the Ango at 
SMZC. Though I sensed that it would be the subject of my first lecture, it actually turned out to be a companion 
for the whole year. I had different phrases from it underlined, but what I chose hit me the most. Particularly 
the idea of not necessarily transforming the world of samsara into peacefulness,but simply acknowledging how 
samsara itself helps one work towards wisdom, seemed particularly new and interesting. I realized only later 
that taking up any phrase from the Genjokoan could be daunting — even suicidal — for a greenhorn shuso like 
me. Dogen's writing is so dense. There’s no phrase that isn’t filled with the highest Zen teaching. What could 
a beginner like myself say, beyond what Dogen had actually written? Exploring his work was so much like 
explaining poetry that I found it hard to stick to the few lines of my chosen theme during my subsequent talks.

MW: What was it like interacting with Roshi throughout the month, especially in presenting dharma talks during 
the sesshin?

Kuba: I had no idea what would be expected, but I knew I’d get feedback as I went, so I treated this 
relationship as if it was a deep-water-swimming-class. It continued like this. Roshi didn't give me any instruction 
before my talks. It was only later that I felt I could tell (or I thought I could tell) whether he liked what I had 
said or not. When I felt that he hadn’t approved of one of them, that simply put me into turbo mode, to do the 
best I could the next time. Only before the mondo did Roshi finally gave me hints about what to do.

Shuso Konpo Gołębiewski and Kwong-roshi at Close of Winter Ango

continues next page
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MW: The mondo is usually considered a major event 
for the Shuso. This year’s seemed particularly focused 
and powerful. How do you feel it went?

Kuba: “Particularly focused and powerful”? 
That’s hard for me to say. I’d had to memorize 
steps of the ceremony, and all those bows. It was 
only after I uttered the phrase opening the mondo, 
that I realized they were going to ask me questions.
When I did I rather felt as if my answers were over-
intellectualized, given in a voice too quiet voice for 
everyone to hear. I now wish that we had had a truly 
long ango, possibly of a hundred days, before such 
things begin to happen. I felt at the end as if I’d 
just started to sink into the shuso role, though even 
then I didn't yet feel ready to actually go out "on 
stage."

MW: On a more personal level, what is your practice 
like in Poland? Is there a nearby Zen group, with 
which you sit regularly?

Kuba: Personally I practice in the mornings 
when everyone is sleeping. Sometimes at night I 
usually do prostrations as well as zazen. I also lead 
a little group once a week. I do this with people I’d 
call hippie-like, in a hippie-like place also, and we 
keep a minimum of form for now. Several times a 
year I also show up at Kannon Sangha events in 
Gdansk, and at the Warsaw Konciki.

MW: Do you have any advice for future shusos?

Kuba: Practice with all your heart. Prepare your 
oryoki readings and talks ahead. There’s little time 
to get ready for both during the ango itself.

MW: Anything else you’d like to tell us?

Kuba: It was a great time, being with all of you! 
Even though they've been spread out over several 
years, such events still mark and support my life, 
much like these concrete foundation inserts being 
placed under the new dormitory buildings now. I 
was also moved by the sheer commitment of the 
long-time residents. Four of them have been at zen 
center for quite few years now. Wow!

I hope we’ll all see each other again, and continue 
to share dharma practice. v Wojtek Gajewski and Shuso Konpo Gołębiewski

Shuso Interview continued from previous page
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Donate Now!
smzc.org

All Contributions Help 
Maintain 

The Buddhadharma!

Visit us on Facebook!

online reSourCeS ~

SMZC's website conveys the essence of our practice to others and 
invites their participation at the Zen Center. It is found at smzc.org.

A selection of Dharma Talks by Jakusho Kwong-roshi, and more, are 
avaialble online in video, audio, and podcast formats.  

Roshi’s Vimeo channel offers several of Roshi’s and Shinko’s Dharma 
talks plus other notable events from SMZC. Please check it out! Just go 
to vimeo.com/smzc. 

“The best” of  Roshi’s talks are available free through two websites 
- Podbean and iTunes. Access via iTUNES - Open iTunes on your 
computer; click “iTunes Store” in the left navigation column; click 
“Podcasts” on the top row; in the small box in the very upper right side 
shown with a “Q”, enter “smzc”; hit the enter key on your computer; in 
the middle of the page with Roshi’s picture, click on “Sonoma Mountain 
Zen Center” under the heading “Podcast”; Roshi’s talks then appear. 

Access via Podbean - Go to www.podbean.com; in box at top right 
of page, enter “Sonoma Mountain Zen Center” (not case sensitive); click 
“SEARCH”; click on “Sonoma Mountain Zen Center” next to Roshi’s 
picture or on the picture itself. OPTION 1 - click on the “Listen” button 
beside any talk; OPTION 2 (recommended) - click on smzc.podbean.
com beside Roshi’s picture; once in the site click on any “Listen” button. 
v

dhArmA tAlKS & eventS

memBerShip

We invite you to become a member of Sonoma Mountain Zen Center. Our 
purpose is to offer Soto Zen meditation practice and its basic teachings to people 
of all religious faiths. The practice of meditation allows us to see beyond our one-
sided perception of ourselves and the world, so that we are able to participate in 
society with clarity and peace. We are a lay residential practice center and a non-
profit organization relying on membership dues, guest practice programs, Zen 
programs and contributions to sustain our operating cost. Call or visit soon to 
join us in actualizing  the Dharma!  v

https://www.smzc.org/support-us
https://www.smzc.org/support-us
https://www.facebook.com/Sonoma-Mountain-Zen-Center-132664523455723/
http://www.podbean.com
http://smzc.podbean.com
http://smzc.podbean.com
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Peter Estabrook performed on trumpet

Celebrating the birth of Shakyamuni Buddha on April 8

BuddhA'S BirthdAY CeleBrAtion



Mountain Wind is available to all members of the SMZC sangha. If you are 
not a member of Sonoma Mountain Zen Center and would like to receive the 
newsletter, the cost for a one-year subscription is $25. Please call the office to 
request a subscription, or visit online at smzc.org and donate via Paypal. When 
subscribing via Paypal, once you have made your donation please contact 
us and provide your newsletter format preference (print or electronic), and 
your contact information. If your subscription is due to expire, please renew. 
We also welcome submissions of poetry, prose and art relating to the Zen 
experience.
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SonomA mountAin Zen Center miSSion StAtement 

“For the BeneFiCiAl proteCtion 
And AWAKeninG oF All BeinGS”

SonomA mountAin Zen Center

GenJo-Ji

6367 SonomA mountAin roAd
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